Mail-in Ballot Instructions

The Mail-in ballot package you received includes the following as shown in figure #1:

1. Using a blue or black pen **only**. Follow the instructions that are on the ballot to mark your choice for each race.

2. Once the ballot is marked, fold the ballot in half as shown in figure #2.

3. Insert the folded ballot into the small envelope (see Exhibit A in figure #3 on the back of this sheet). Seal the envelope.

4. Insert the sealed small envelope into the medium envelope (see Exhibit B in figure #3). Seal the envelope. Sign and date on the front of the medium envelope.

5. Insert the sealed and signed medium envelope into the large envelope (see Exhibit C in figure #3). Seal the envelope. Write your return address on the large envelope.

6. It is recommended that you use Registered Mail or an alternative form of mail tracking system to mail in your ballot. Mail-in ballots must be received at the Elections Regina office by 8 p.m. on Election Day (November 9); ballots received later than this deadline will be deemed spoiled.
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Return postage for submitting a Mail-in ballot is not covered by Elections Regina.
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